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INTRODUCTION 
Many international conferences are held in ]apan every year. Various ne-
gotiations， both governmental and non-governmental， are carried out every day 
somewhere between people of different nations. Millions of tourists visit this 
country for enjoyment. When th巴yfind trouble communicating with the people 
of this country， they need someone to work as an interpreter between them. 
In fact， there ar巴 alot of professional interpreters in ]apan. Some work as 
freelance interpreters， while others belong to agencies under different working 
contracts. Though the exact numb巴rsare unavailable， more than a thousand in-
(1) 
ternational conferences are held in ]apan annually，" and th巴reare some fifty 
interpreter agencies under which some eighty hundreds to ninety hundreds of 
(2) 
interpreters are registered. .- Many private schools train new aspirants to be-
come future professionals， and an increasing number of colleges and universities 
(3) 
offer new courses on interpretation. 
In spite of this activity， the actual work of interpreters is not very wetl 
known to the general public. This is perhaps due to the evanescent nature of the 
spok巴nlanguage which interpreters handle. Like it or not， the work of trans 
lators is recorded firmly on paper， v巴ryofen with th巴intentionto be published; 
it is left open for criticism from the readers whom the translators do not know. 
Though interpretation is very similiar to translation in the sense that both pro 
fessions engage in trasferring one language into another， the words that inter 
preters receive vanish at the moment they are uttered by the speaker， and the 
words they themselves try to convey vanish as quickly， to. Besides， th巴irinter 
pretation is only geared to those present at the site， and not to an unspecified 
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general public. Because of these factors， the work of interpr巴tersis seldom scru句
tinized in the open. 
But with the development of a new area of interpretation， broadcast in-
terpretation， this is beginning to change. Many people may stil remember the 
simultaneous interpretion broadcasted on TV twenty-four years ago when Apol-
10 11 made a dramatic landing on the surface of the moon. Now， a gen巴rationla-
ter， Japanese people have once again become exposed to various kinds of inter-
pretation on TV. This time， the opportunity looks more lasting and expanding. 
Thanks to the development of broadcast satellites， broadcasting companies now 
offer several hours of foreign programs with int巴rpretationservice each day. 
As the opportunities have increased， so have the criticisms. Some critics un-
fortunately have missed an important point in evaluating the interpreter's per-
formance with the same criteria used to evaluate written translation. Interpreta-
tion， inspite of many similiarities with translation， isa quite different art. 
The purpos巴ofthis paper is to analyze what interpretation really is: how it 
is different from translation， and what is involved in it 
CLASSIFICATION 
In order to understand what interpretation is， first let's take a look at its 
classification. 
1-1 Classification by profession 
One common way to classify interpreters is to refer to them by profession or 
by object to which the interpretation is intended. Accordingly， there are many 
areas in which interpreters are working. There ar巴 int巴rnationalconference in-
terpreters， business negotiation interpreters， speech / lectur巴interpreters，press 
conference interpreters， interview interpreters， court interpreters， flight inter-
preters， broadcast in terpreters， escort interpr巴ters，guide interpreters， compan-
ion interpreters， showbusin巴ssinterpreters， toname just a few. This classifica-
tion is convenient in knowing the place or area in which interpr巴terswork， but 
does not exactly clarify th巴styleor technique of the interpretation used in that 
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specific kind of work. 
2-2 Classification by technique 
One other way of classification is by technique involved. In this type of clas-
sification， style becomes apparent. 
2-2凶 1 Ad hoc interpretation 
Ad hoc int巴rpretationis the most general type of all. It has no specific form 
or manner， and can be carried out without any special training. All non-profes-
sional interpretations fal under this category. Personal conversations， negotia-
(4) 
tions， tour guidings can be handled by this type of interpretation. 
2-2同2 Consecutive interpretation 
Consecutive interpretation is the traditional type of interpretation. The inter 
preter starts to interpret after the speaker has finished his spe巴chor a part of 
th巴speech，which normally lasts anywhere from three to fifteen minutes. While 
he listens， the interpreter analyzes the logic， understands the subtleties of the 
speech， and takes notes so that he will be able to start interpreting without any 
delay， and convey the original speaker's message exactly and precisely. Though 
old in style， this type of interpretation is stil widely used in lectures， press in 
terviews， negotiations， and other areas where accurate and precise transfer of 
message is of paramount importanc巴.Since there is much to do in consecutive 
interpretation， nam巴ly，continuously listening to the speak巴r，accurately grasp 
ing his message， taking efficient notes， retaining them in ful， and making a clear 
and prompt delivery once the speech is finished， itrequires much concentration 
(5) 
and causes a great fatigue hardly found in other activities. 
2同2-3 Simultaneous interpretation 
In simultaneous interpretation， the interpreter starts speaking just a few 
seconds after the original speaker starts his speech， and continues interpreting 
as iong as the original speaker continues speaking. This type of int巴rpretation
does not fragment the original speech into pieces as in the consecutive inter 
pretation， nor does it consume extra time for interpreting. This helps， therefore， 
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In addition to the above-rnentioned advantage， sirnultaneous interpretation can 
(7) 
also be characterized by its “drarnatic effect"， as Kenjiro Ko points out." For 
one thing， insirnultaneous interpretaion， the cont巴ntand irnportant rnornents of a 
speech are conveyed without delay to th巴 audienc巴， who waits there eager to 
know it as soon as possible. For another， the feelings of the original speaker， 
such as pleasure， exciternent， anger and sorrow， are shown to the audience sirnu-
taneously with the content of the speech， This type of interpretation， therefore， 
fits very wε11 in broadcasting， especially television broadcasting， in which in-
stantaneousness plays a crucial role. 
2-2-4 Time lag interpretation 
Sirnultan巴ousint巴rpretation，however， has its own disadvantages as well 
When a rnessage is packed with certain kinds of inforrnation， sucli as proper 
nouns， nurnbers， dialects， verses， etc" it becornes irnpossible to transrnit such in-
forrnation sirnultan巴ously，News prograrns are the typical exarnples of such difi 
cult fields of interpretation， in which such inforrnation as proper nouns and 
nurnbers appear very often and spoken by anchorpersons and r巴portersat a 
high speed. 
Since exactness rnust n巴verbe sacrificed in newscasts， broadcasters carne up 
with a quite new typ巴ofint巴rpr巴tation:tirne lag interpretation， Regular prog 
rarns frorn the US， for exarnpl巴， reach J apanese broadcast stations a litle bit 
ahead of th巴realbroadcasting tirne. This enables th巴interpreterto preview it 
once or twice so that he can check for such inforrnation， rnake sorne notes， and if 
tirne perrnits， write up a rough translation to look at whil巴int巴rpretingon the 
alr， 
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2 THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE 
Sometimes interpretation is equivocally called oral translation. But it is im-
portant to note that there is a decisiv巴 differencebetw巴eninterpretation and 
written translation. In al kinds of interpretation reviewed in the previous chap-
ter， the m巴ssagethat the interpreter receives from the speaker is expressed in 
spoken language and is transmitted into another language in an oral form as 
W巴1.Spoken language is the common tool handled by al kinds of interpreters 
and precisely the one which translators do not have. This is the most conspi-
cuous difference found between th巴twoarts in discussion. 
The spoken language was the sole means of communication during ancient 
times. But the invention of the printing machine put the written language in a 
superior position， confining the use of the spoken language within a limited cir-
cle. On the other hand， the written language traveled land and sea， todifferent 
places of different languages. Therefore foreign languages were known mostly in 
(8) 
their written form. 
With the advent of the telephone， radio and television， today the spok巴nlan-
guage has regained its importance and now matches that of the written word. 
The spoken language is now an essential tool of communication. It has become 
common that an important address of a head of state is directly presented to the 
nation through the use of television before newspapers write on it. Furthermore， 
such a speech is also broadcast with simultaneous interpretation in oth巴rcoun-
tries thousands of miles away. New discoveries in respective fields of study are 
not only published in journals but are announced by the parties concerned at in-
ternational conferences. And such conferences are also furnished with inter-
pretation service so that al the participants can share the exciting moment. 
What are the advantages of the spoken language in the above examples 
Danica Seleskovitch describes the characteristics of the spoken language as fol-
lows: 
Before we speak we know what we are going to say， but until we open our 
mouths we do not know exactly how we are going to say it. The words we 
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choose to convey what we mean will depend not only on us but also on the 
person we ar巴addressingand the context in which we both find ourselves. 
This spontaneous aspect of linguistic expression allows us to concentrate on 
the meaning of what we intend to say and to let the choice of words and tone 
more or less take care of themselves. 
If， on the other hand， we were to stop concentrating on the meaning of 
what we were saying and focus our attention on its form， we would very 
probably stumble and be misunderstood. By the same token， this spontan巴ity
of巴xpression，this subordination， of form to meaning， disappears if express-
ion is dissociated in time from verbal utterance， as for example when one 
(9) 
reads a text prepar巴dbeforehand. 
One advantage of the spoken language is that it saves time. Some information 
people wish to obtain as soon as possible. But there is another aspect of the 
spoken language which makes it so important as a means of communication. 
In written words， meaning is important， of course. But in order to convey the 
proper meaning， words， which are the only tool at hand， must b巴selectedcare-
fully and expressed in good form. Therefore， the efforts of the writer are con-
centrated on preparing the words he is going to use， and the reader compre-
hends the message solely through the words used. 
Whereas in spoken language， especially in spontaneous speech， the speaker 
does not exactly know what he is going to say until he opens his mouth; he is 
stil thinking while speaking， unconsciously and instantly choosing the words 
which best communicates his thought to the very person he is speaking to. It is 
this instantaneousness that makes the selection of words less elaborate than 
that in written words. But here， he does not only utter words; at the same time 
he sends many non-verbal signs which help express his thought. These are ges-
tures， facial expressions， styles of delivery， changes in volume， pauses，巴tc.
Though th巴speakeris disadvantaged in preparedness， he is supplement巴dwith 
such elements which aid the message to be understood at the moment it is 
uttered. Exactly b巴causeof this multifaceted expression of the meaning， the 
spoken languag巴doesnot only urges a swift understanding， but offers a drama-
tic effect in conveying the message. 
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The w1'itten wo1'ds a1'e fixed. They a1'e immutable onc巴 theya1'e w1'iten. The 
1'eade1' of a w1'itten text can 1'evi巴wit if he wishes to， and even keep it fo1' him 
self. The spoken language， on th巴 othe1'hand， aftel' coming out fl'om the mouth 
of the speake1'， goes out in the ai1' and vanishes quickly. Neithe1' the speake1' no1' 
the listene1' can keep it， 01' 1'eview it aftel'wards. It must be unde1'stood the in 
stant it is uttered by the speaker. He1'e again， non-vel'bal means of communica 
tion play an important l'ole. Th巴ynot only help the speaker in expressing his 
message but also help the listene1' in his instant understanding. They make the 
message so dense that they can convey a strong impl'ession to the listenel' and 
facilitate unde1'standing on the spur of the moment. Though words vanish， the 
listene1' is left with such a st1'ong imp1'ession of the message that he feels no 
need to 1'eview the wo1'ding. 
Suppose someone has just delivered a brief， thr自民minutespeech at a wedding 
reception. If he is asked to 1'epeat it in the exact wo1'ds used， will he be able to 
do it? Even though the message is something he has ca1'efully thought and pre 
pared， and p1'ovoked a stl'ong impression on th巴 audience，it is unlikely that he 
will be able to do it; Neithe1' is it possible fol' the audience to l'巴producethe 
sp巴echwith the same words used by the speaker. But interestingly the meaning 
is k巴ptclea1' in the mind of the audience as well as that of the speaker. Both 
speaker and listener know “what" was said. 
A similia1' thing happ巴nswhen on巴remembe1'Sa movie. The viewer may not 
be able to l'etel al th巴detai!sof the movie， but at least within a few hou1's aftel' 
seeing it he can give answel'S to any question asking for the details. 
The cha1'acteristics of the spoken language can thus be summarized in the fol-
lowing wo1'ds of Seleskovitch，“When audito1'Y perception is compa1'ed to the 
visual perception of a written text， which by its very natu1'e p1'ovides a chance 
for review and thereby allows the wOl'ds as well as the meaning to remain， we 
find that auditory pe1'ception has a special quality which enables it to sepa1'ate 
，(10) 
meaning f1'om wording， and thus retain meaning and fo1'get wo1'ding. 
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3 PROCESS OF INTERPRETATION 
At international conferences and on TV， interpreters are seen converting one 
language into another. They do this in such a spontaneous way that often the 
process involved in interpretation is misunderstood. There is a t巴ndencyon the 
part of critics to see merely its linguistic side and to view it as just a kind of 
verbal transfer process. An understanding of the message is felt to be unneces 
sary for the interpreter. He is seen as a machine which， as soon as he hears a 
word， can automatically and quickly find its equivalent in the other language， 01' 
as a Morse code operator who encodes and decodes a message. 
But language is not as easy as Morse code. Though interpreters are diligent 
specialists who work hard to build up their vocabulary， they can never be walk-
ing dictionaries. Besides， even if interpreters could remember al the words in 
both languages and successfully pick up the right translation word for each， this 
is not what is involved in interpretation. A simple pile-up of words does not al-
ways lead to the correct transfer of the whole meaning. The word-for-word 
rendering is m巴aningless，to begin with， for the audience who understands the 
spoken language by its meaning and not by its words. 
3-1 Comprehension 
Language is ind巴eda code of communication. Th巴reis no d巴nyingthis fact. 
The interpreter does decode and encode the messag巴 ofthe speaker. But his 
work does not res巴mblethat of th巴Morsecode op巴rator，who works with quite 
a limited number of codes， 01' a translating machine， which do巴snot n巴巴dto 
understand the meaning of the message but only to translate words according to 
grammatical rules. The process of decoding and encoding is not linear， but 
rather triangular in interpr巴tation.The language is first perc巴ived(perception 
stage) ， then reduced to meaning and understood by the interpreter 
(comprehension stage)， and finally express巴d in another linguistic form 
(巴xpressionstage) . 
In interpretation， decoding is understanding. In an extreme巴xample，when a 
speaker says “1 am not angry" in an angry way， and if the interpreter， who did 
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not get the message， literally translates the words in a way not expressing the 
speaker's anger， he is not interpreting it properly. It is essential that the inter 
preter， after perceiving the language， correct1y understands the speaker's anger， 
and then巴xpressesit on the basis of his own int巴rpretationof the speaker's 
emotion. 
The understanding of the message depends on how well the interpreter knows 
the language involved， the speaker， the subject matter， and other elements which 
help understanding. If he has enough backgrounds such as these， then the in 
stant he hears and understands the message， the words used by the speaker dis 
appears in his mind. As the word indicates， he “decodes" th巴information.Here， 
the information no longer remains in the form of words. 
3-2 Memory 
After the interpreter has understood the message， he th巴nhas to keep it for 
some time in his mind. In simultaneous interpretation this could b巴asshort as a 
few s巴conds，but in consecutive interpretation this might take fifteen minutes or 
longer. He must inevitably depend on memory. But， as has been described be 
fore， the interpreter does not retain the words he has heard. This means that he 
cannot rely on verbatim memory. 
Then what do巴she rely on? He relies on substantive memory. This is the type 
of memory a movie-goer uses to remember the story of a full-length film. 
It is said that as soon as information is assimilated， itbecomes part of sub 
stantive memory. Movies offer both visual and auditory information to attract 
the viewers' attention. Familiar themes are displayed in an attractive way. It 
does not take time for the viewer to understand the information in the film， and 
because he understands it and assimilate比， it becomes part of substantive mem-
ory. He can retel1 the story at least within a few hours after seeing it， or if not， 
h巴canperhaps answer to the questions about it. 
But it takes about twenty times as long and much repetition to memorize 
words verbatim. This can be easily understood when one considers how long it 
(11) 
will take to memorize a 500-passag巴wordby word目Itwill take several hours 
to memorize al the words composing one section of a speech to be interpreted 
consecutively. Since the time al10wed to the interpr巴teris short， itis much more 
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feasible and easier for him to concentrate on the meaning rather than the words. 
3-2-1 Memory in consecutive interpretation 
In interpretation， verbatim memory is a hindrance. But when an interpreter 
fails to comprehend the message， or forgets the effort to comprehend， there is no 
other way than to rely on word-for-word translation. That is why interpreters 
are always faced with the temptation to rely on verbatim memory. Consecutive 
interpretation is only successful when the interpreter resists this temptation， 
and tries to grasp th巴meaningof the message. 
However， in consecutive interpretation， the meaning might al be forgotten a 
few minutes later when the speech is to be interpreted. This is why note-taking 
is essential. The int巴rpreterwrites down certain key points which show the ess 
ence of what he is going to say. Th巴notesthat the interpreter takes are the re 
flection of what h巴 hasunderstood of the speech， and are the signs of the mes 
sage he is going to say in turn， rather than what he has heard. 
Since the message the interpret巴rhas understood and retained in his mind 
does no longer exist in the form of words， his notes naturally are not written re 
cords of words and sentences. They are rather groups of symbols， which are de-
veloped by the interpreter himself and to be understood by him alone. Symbols 
ar巴placedand related巴achother according to the meaning of the message the 
interpreter assimilat巴s.Resulting notes will very much look like a sketch， or a 
(12) 
rough picture.' .-， For巴xample，a note for the following passage， when it is to be 
interpreted into Japanese， maybe like the one on its right; 
It was a fine day last Sunday. I 
went to the zoo with my family: 
my father， my mother， and my 
younger sister， There were espe-
cially a lot of people in front of 
one cage. It was the cage in which 
two giant pandas were kept. 
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3開会2 Memory in simultaneous interpretation 
In simultaneous interpretation， the n巴cessityof not巴恥takingis minimum. The 
interpreter does not have to remember a message巴xpressedin 500 to 2， 500 
words， but only one sentence or two for a duration of a f巴wseconds. What is in 
volved in simultaneous interpretation is just like what is involv巴din spon 
taneous speaking. 
When we speak spontaneously， mental impulses and their oral巴xpressionare 
not separated. In other words， we do not think first about what we are going to 
say and then stop thinking while we sp巴ak，nor stop speaking while thinking. 
The words are uttered at the precise mom巴ntthe following thought is conceived 
on the basis of the idea just uttered. And when this thought takes form as a 
speech， the mind is already focused on further development of the thought 
which is to be expressed in the following statement. 
In simultaneous interpretation， whil巴statingthe preceding idea and listening 
to it， th巴interpreterhears the next sentence. He retains this sentence and deliv-
巴rsit immediately afterwards. Therefore， just as he speaks spontaneously， the 
words he hears while interpreting are those which he utters， but the thoughts 
which his mind focuses on are those which will produce his next words: those 
which come from an outside source. In other words， simultaneous interpretation 
resembles speaking spontaneously because al speaking in simultaneous inter-
pretation involves talking and listening at the same time. But only because 
simultaneous interpretation involves hearing thoughts of another instead of 
(13) 
one's own thoughts， itrequires very high level of concentration. 
Simultaneous interpretation may also be compared to drawing a map by the 
instruction one gets over the telephone. Before the listener hears the in-
structions， he does not know how the entire map wiU look like. But on hearing 
one verbal instruction， he quickly reproduces it， not in a verbal expression， but 
as a figure on the paper. He continues doing this work， and at th巴 end，he will 
have completed the entire map. 
This is why， ifcorrectly taught， simultaneous interpretation can be learned 
quite rapidly， ifone has already learned the art of analysis in consecutive inter 
pretation. The problem in simultaneous interpretation stems not from the techni 
que used， but from other problems， which do not fal into the scope of this pap 
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巴r.
4 CONCLUSION 
In both simultaneous and consecutive int巴rpretation，th巴d巴codingprocess is 
nothing other than understanding. In order to understand， th巴interpretersepa 
rates the meaning from the wording. The wording leaves only a faint impression 
in one's memory， which the interpreter does not rely on to understand. Nor does 
he rely on it to convey the message to the listener who waits there to have a 
strong impression th巴spokenlanguage is inherited with. By taking advantage of 
the qualities of the spoken language to aid his understanding and also his ex 
pression in the target language， he concentrates in grasping the meaning of the 
message. Because the interpreter must understand巴verythingexpressed by the 
speaker， the level of concentration required is extremely high. 
The understanding in interpretation， though based on the wide knowledge of 
the interpreter， ishis own interpretation of the message he hears. The interpre 
ter interprets what h巴 hasheard within himself (understands / decodes) ， and 
then tries to express his interpretation to the listen巴rin a way h巴 thinksbest 
conveys the meaning (巴町odes).The res山 i昭 expressionmay be very different 
from the form of a written translation. But it must not be forgotten that inter 
pr巴tationinvolves spok巴nlanguage， in which the meaning rather than the form 
is what counts. 
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